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First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Encyclopedic Dictionary of International Finance and Banking is a practical reference of
proven techniques, strategies, and approaches. It covers virtually all important topics dealing
with multinational business finance, money, investments, financial planning, financial
economics, and banking. In addition, it explores the application of computers, quantitative
techniques and models, and economics to international finance and banking. You get: Clear
definitions and explanations Step-by-step instructions Statistical data, Charts, exhibits, and
diagrams Checklists Practical Applications Shim presents the most current information, offers
important directives, and explains the technical procedures involved in this dynamic field. This
reference gives you the tools you need to diagnose and evaluate the financial situations you
face on a daily basis and answers every question you may have. It provides real-life examples
and suggestions for handling everyday problems. WHAT THIS BOOK WILL DO FOR YOU
More than a dictionary, more than an encyclopedia, this working guide will help you quickly
pinpoint: What to look for How to do it What to watch out for How to apply it in the complex
world of business What to do You'll find ratios, formulas, examples, applications, exhibits,
charts, and rules of thumb to help you analyze and evaluate any multinational financial
decision. You will find this Encyclopedic Dictionary practical, comprehensive, quick, and useful.
In short, this is a veritable cookbook of guidelines, illustrations, and how-tos. Encyclopedic
Dictionary of International Finance and Banking is the resource you will reach for again and
again.
Finance is the life blood of a modern economy. The banking system, as an integral part of the
financial sector, is the linchpin of any development strategy. Along with other constituents of
the financial sector, the banking system helps to mobilize financial surpluses of an economy
and transfers them to areas of financial deficit. It promotes savings by providing a wide variety
of financial assets to the general public. Savings collected from the household sector are
pooled together and allocated to various sectors of the economy for raising production levels. If
the allocation of credit is judicious and socially equitable, it can help achieve the twin objectives
of growth and social justice. This meticulously cross-referenced dictionary is designed to
provide a useful, reliable, and readable guide to the all-pervasive field of banking and finance,
and includes a glossary of E-banking terms.
With over 5,500—including 150 new—accessible entries, this sixth edition of the bestselling
Dictionary of Finance and Banking has been fully revised and updated to take into account the
ever-developing financial landscape of the last five years. This comprehensive A-Z defines
terms from all aspects of personal and international finance, including money markets, private
investments and borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary policy, and public
and government finance. Now with expanded international coverage to reflect the on-going
globalization of financial markets and the growing importance of development finance, with
new entries such as village banking, Islamic Development Bank, and M-Pesa. Quick links for
additional online resources relating to the field can also be found on the companion website to
expand reading and delve deeper into the world of finance and banking. With clear and
accessible definitions, this jargon-free dictionary is a companion volume to the other financial
titles in this bestselling series (A Dictionary of Business and Management, A Dictionary of
Accounting, and A Dictionary of Economics), and provides accurate and valuable information
for students, practitioners, private investors, and readers of the financial pages alike.

An English-German dictionary of banking and finance. Main words and derived
words are clearly identified and the German translations are highlighted in
condensed bold. A German-English glossary of about 70 pages is provided at the
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back of the book. The text has been prepared in the UK and Germany, using
experienced specialist translators.
With more than 2,300 words, terms, and phrases, this dictionary is the most
comprehensive compilation of terminology used by bankers, financiers, investors,
and other professionals in the banking and finance industry in the United States.
Whether one works in banking, finance, or investments, the correct use of
Spanish-language words, phrases, and terms is vital. This is the vocabulary of
success in business. Learn these words and phrases. Practice using these words
and phrases. In short order they will become part of your vocabulary, and others
will see that you are fluent in business Spanish and can speak with the
assurance that conveys leadership and success. From "accelerated depreciation"
(amortizacion acelerada) to "yield spread" (diferencia de rendimiento), from
"currency risk" (riesgo cambiario) to "placement on commission" (colocacion a
comision), communicating with Spanish-dominant clients and colleagues is now a
breeze. This book is primarily intended for U.S.-born Latinos who are Englishdominant. It is also a useful refresher for non-Hispanic Americans who learned
Spanish in school, or who want to refresh their business Spanish vocabulary and
usage. This dictionary is as indispensable as a computer password.
Understand Banking Terms - Make Better Financial Decisions This practical
financial dictionary for banking terms helps you understand and comprehend
most common banking lingo. It was written with an emphasis to quickly grasp the
context without using jargon. Each of the 200 financial banking terms is explained
in detail and also gives practical examples. It is based on common usage as
practiced by financial professionals. Compiled over the last 3 years from
questions and feedback to financial articles published by the Wealth Building
Course education program. The Essential Investment Banking Dictionary This
book is useful if you are new to business and finance. It includes most popular
banking terms for businesses, investors and entrepreneurs. It also covers the
lingo that was introduced in the financial crisis of 2008 until 2017. With the
alphabetical order it makes it quick and easy to find what you are looking for.
Financial Dictionary Series Additional financial dictionaries are available in this
series. Please also check out: Accounting, Retirement, Corporate Finance,
Economics, Investments, Laws & Regulations, Acronyms, Real Estate & Trading.
Click on the author name to see them. Example: What is a Custodian Bank? A
custodian bank is a special financial institution that carries the responsibility for
protecting the financial assets of individuals or companies. These institutions can
also be called simply custodians. Such outfits serve as a third party check that
protects the assets they are guarding against the fund managers and any illegal
activities they may pursue. Congress established these custodian banks with the
Investment Company Act of 1940 in order to protect investors. Thanks to this
particular legislation, investment companies must adhere to specific stringent
listing requirements and must be registered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The custodian bank performs a number of activities in their primary
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function of watching over the financial assets of businesses and individuals. They
settle sales and purchases of bonds and equities and physically protect the
certificates of these assets. These institutions also gather information about and
income from such assets. When the assets are stocks this means dividends.
When the instruments are bonds, they collect the interest from the coupons. The
custodians also disperse information they gather, pertaining to yearly general
meetings and shareholder voting. They handle any foreign exchange transfers as
necessary and manage all cash transactions. Finally, custodians deliver routine
reports on their various activities to the customers. Custodians banks provide
reports on every trade or deal which they transact on behalf of the clients. They
must be consistently delivered. Along with these reports they furnish information
on the companies whose assets they hold besides information on general
meetings. When a custodian is holding foreign shares or bonds, they will also
have to change currencies as necessary. This is the case when the fund
manager buys or sells foreign currency assets. It is also necessary when
companies pay out dividends or bonds receive interest with these overseas
financial instruments. Custodian banks are a critical component of the modern
investment environment. Without them to carry out these functions, all of the
important financial record keeping and housekeeping items would be neglected.
Not all custodian banks are national operations in the United States. A number of
the major international financial institutions offer these services around the globe.
Note: This example description is shorted due to publish restrictions. Each term
is explained with 600 words and more.
Includes an expanded definition of chemical entities provides precise technical
data for chemical substances and phenomena More than 4000 entries
Defines terms connected with insurance, the securities industry, international banking, finance,
investment, and business law, and includes acronyms and abbreviations
Understand financial terms - Make better financial decisions New 2020 updated edition with
description for crypto-currency terms Bitcoin and Ethereum. This practical financial dictionary
helps you understand and comprehend more than 100 most common financial terms. It was
written with an emphasis to quickly grasp the context without using jargon. Every financial term
is explained in detail and includes also examples. It is based on common usage as practiced
by financial professionals. With the alphabetical order, it makes it quick and easy to find what
you are looking for. This Practical Financial 101 Guide Helps You Understand: • Credit Report
& Credit Scores • Retirement Planning & Funding • Mortgage & Real Estate • Stocks &
Investment Methods • Income & Taxes • Liabilities & Assets
This dictionary provides comprehensive coverage of the terms used in banking and finance,
ranging from personal bank accounts to international money markets. It is aimed at
professionals working in or involved with banking and finance, and for students, whether
studying A-Levels, degree or professional qualifications in banking and finance. Fully revised
and updated this dictionary contains over 9000 entries providing clear, up-to-date coverage of
all aspects of banking and finance. The book also includes encyclopedic comments on banking
and financial practice, expanding on complex terms such as "poison pills" and "bills of
exchange", and special supplements on money, currencies, international banks and stock
exchanges.
Puts detailed information right in your pocket! Barron's Business Dictionaries may be small in
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size, but they are extremely useful and economical reference sources for business students,
business managers, and general readers seeking advice and information on specific business
subjects. Each pocket-size book defines thousands of authoritative yet specialized terms within
its subject area and features an abundance of diagrams, charts, and line art. These are musthaves for students and professionals alike. This updated and expanded edition features more
than 3,000 terms defined and explained. Topics covered include every conceivable aspect of
investment banking and commercial banking practices, finance and money management, and
much more.
Dictionary of Banking and FinanceJohn Wiley & SonsThe Hispanic Economics
English/Spanish Dictionary of Banking & Finance: Words, Phrases, and Terms
With over 5,500--including 150 new--accessible entries, this sixth edition of the bestselling
Dictionary of Finance and Banking has been fully revised and updated to take into account the
ever-developing financial landscape of the last five years. This comprehensive A-Z defines
terms from all aspects of personal and international finance, including money markets, private
investments and borrowing, central banking, foreign exchanges, monetary policy, and public
and government finance. International coverage is expanded to reflect the on-going
globalization of financial markets and the growing importance of development finance, with
new entries such as "village banking," "Islamic Development Bank," and "M-Pesa." Quick links
for additional online resources relating to the field can also be found on the companion website
to expand reading and delve deeper into the world of finance and banking. With clear and
accessible definitions, this jargon-free dictionary is a companion volume to the other financial
titles in this bestselling series (A Dictionary of Business and Management, A Dictionary of
Accounting, and A Dictionary of Economics), and provides accurate and valuable information
for students, practitioners, private investors, and readers of the financial pages alike.
A new, fully revised dictionary provides comprehensive coverage of the vocabulary used in
banking and finance, ranging from personal bank accounts to international money markets.
This reference includes clear definitions of complex terms together with example sentences,
parts of speech and encyclopedic comments.
For students and practitioners alike, this resourceprovides retail and investment banking terms,
products,theories and concepts. In this dictionary over 4000 termsin the fields of retail and
wholesale banking aredefined. Right up to date with the regulatoryenvironment, as well as with
products and servicesprovided through the ......

This dictionary has a total wordlist of about 4000 main words with subsidiary
words and expressions derived from them. All the words and expressions are
defined in simple terms, and examples are given of how each word is used in
context.
Simple, concise, and up-to-date, the Dictionary of Banking and Finance lists
thousands of key words, terms, acronyms, and proper names which bankers,
financial managers, students, and business owners use everyday in the real
world. Alphabetically, readers and researchers can use these precise definitions
to understand and apply concepts to daily business activities. Designed with the
busy executive in mind, the Dictionary cross-references related terms for further
insight and clarification. Covering investments, finance, commercial and
mortgage banking, exporting, business structure, and a host of other broad
business categories, the Dictionary is a complete reference work unto itself.
Naturally, terms and concepts from around the world are included, making the
Dictionary of Banking and Finance an indispensable tool for business people with
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international contact. This reference is ideal for the business manager who needs
answers now!
Up to date definitions of over 9,000 terms used in banking and finance.
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